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Chris Virrey to 1 MILLION INDIGENOUS FACEBOOK USERS...RED POWER!!!

"Get over it" "move on" "it happened so long ago" is the typical response I get from people who 
don't understand the pain of indigenous people .
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Oil Was Central in Decision to Shrink Bears Ears Monument, Emails Show 
Eric Lipton and Lisa Friedman, The New York Times 
Excerpt: "Even before President Trump officially opened his high-profile review last spring of 
federal lands protected as national monuments, the Department of Interior was focused on the 
potential for oil and gas exploration at a protected Utah site, internal agency documents show." 
READ MORE

Drilling and Mining Interests Pushed to Shrink Utah National Monuments, 
Documents Reveal
https://www.ecowatch.com/national-monuments-drilling-
mining-2541783065.html

Emails Reveal Trump Admin Mulling Big Oil Plan to Transfer Public Land to States 
DeSmogBlog
https://www.desmogblog.com/2018/02/28/interior-department-
emails-oil-gas-public-land-transfer

Why the Koch Network Took Credit for Dakota Access, Keystone XL, and REINS 
Act | DeSmogBlog
https://www.desmogblog.com/2018/02/28/koch-seminar-network-
dakota-access-keystone-xl-reins-act

Keystone XL Pipeline Ruling: Trump Administration Must Release Documents 
Georgina Gustin, Inside Climate News 
Gustin writes: "A federal judge in Montana has ordered the Trump administration to release 
documents it relied on to approve construction of the Keystone XL pipeline last year, a 
development that pipeline opponents believe could stymie the controversial project." 
READ MORE           
*************************************************************************** 
“[T]he values to which people cling most stubbornly under inappropriate 
conditions are those values that were previously the source of their greatest 
triumphs.”

“The metaphor is so obvious. Easter Island isolated in the Pacific Ocean — once 
the island got into trouble, there was no way they could get free. There was no 
other people from whom they could get help. In the same way that we on Planet 
Earth, if we ruin our own [world], we won't be able to get help.”                                 
Both quotes are from Jared Diamond, Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed 
*********************************************************************************
An old coal-fired plant in North Dakota is trying to go green.                                       
The Minnkota Power Cooperative’s Milton R. Young station got a $6 million grant from 
the U.S. Department of Energy to design a carbon capture model that would reduce the 
plant’s carbon emissions by 90 percent.

The project is one of seven funded by the Energy Department’s new $44 million Design and 
Testing of Carbon Capture Technologies program.
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The 40-year-old Minnkota station has two coal-powered units that together produce roughly 
700,000 kilowatts of energy. Its larger unit is slated to get retrofitted with carbon capture 
technology — when CO2 is sucked from the air and stored underground so it doesn’t enter the 
atmosphere.

But the project will take more than a year to design, and at the end of that period, Minnkota 
Power might decide that the project isn’t economically feasible.

It’s a very real possibility. The woe-begotten Kemper Power plant, the nation’s first “clean coal” 
carbon capture facility, stopped work on clean coal last summer and reported billions of dollars 
in losses.

Then again, the Trump administration passed a budget this month that contains enormous 
incentives for clean coal tech, and researchers say carbon capture could be key to keeping global 
temperatures under the 2 degrees C limit.

Wait, hold up: Are scientists and the Trump administration in agreement for once?          Zoya 
Teirstein Feb 20, 2018 
******************************************************************************
Queen Elizabeth has no patience for plastic.

Her Majesty officially banned plastic straws and bottles from all cafés, dining halls, and catered 
events on royal estates.

Like many of us, she was influenced by the soothing voice of David Attenborough. Unlike 
almost all of us, that happened while she filmed part of a conservation documentary with the 
venerable naturalist, where we imagine they discussed crumpets, ocean plastics, and being 91 
years old.

“Across the organization, the Royal Household is committed to reducing its environmental 
impact,” a Buckingham Palace spokesperson said. The ban is one of a few big green moves of 
late by Her Majesty, including plans to add solar panels and biogas generator to Buckingham 
Palace.

Of the 300 million tons of plastic produced every year, more than 8 million are estimated to end 
up in the ocean. Brits alone use well over 7 billion disposable plastic water bottles a year, 
recycling fewer than half of them (and recycling plastic comes with a whole other set of 
problems). If that rate remains unchanged, there will be more plastic by weight than fish in the 
ocean by 2050.

You may not have known that the Queen drinks four alcoholic beverages a day, but now you 
know she will be consuming them sans straw. 
******************************************************************************
Alberta man offers to share his 'stolen land' with a First Nations family   CBC 
NewsJoel Holmberg says he has long acknowledged that Canada is "really all stolen land" — 
even his own property that he has worked hard for, and still has about another 20 years until it's 
paid off. 
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Read the full story Ethan Tuchman  to For the Love of Indian Baskets

I have always had a thing for Wounaan baskets. Looking at some of the best ones are like 
looking into a window on the rainforests of Panama. The 

tribe that 
make...

See More

The 
Biggest 
Little 
Birthday 
- Reno 
150

On May 9, 2018, the City of Reno will partner 
with the Reno Aces Baseball Club to host “The 
Biggest Little Birthday” Reno 150 celebration at 
Greater Nevada Field! The event is free and 
open to the public, but attendees will need 
tickets to enter the stadium. Tickets will be 
available around April 1, 2018 through our 
sponsor organizations. 

Schedule of events:
• 4:00 p.m. - Reno 150 celebration begins outside of Greater Nevada Field.
• Learn about Reno's history, people and events.
• Visit booths showcasing historical and cultural organizations.
• There will be music, dancing and a large display of birthday cupcakes.
• 5 p.m. - Gates open for Reno Aces game (must have tickets).
• 6:35 p.m. - Game starts.

Visit Reno.Gov/Reno150 for complete details and a list of upcoming Reno 150 events or to host 
your own Reno 150 event.

Join the conversation on social media using #Reno150.
*************************************************************************************

Vegas is a launching pad for Native American businesses
Chris James, President and CEO of the National Center for American Indian Enterprise 
Development For nearly 20 years, Las Vegas has served as an ideal host for the largest 
and most important Native American business event in the country. Attractin...
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Dawn 
Sander  to KOOYOOEE.ORG
Pyramid Lake Nevada. Chief 
Harry Winnemucca seated 
behind delegates from 
Washington. Late 1960's at 
the start of the Pyramid Lake 
Peoples uprising to fight 
for ...See More      
**********************  
While this appears in the 
following list, this internship 
is too important to go 
unnoticed (yes, I know some 
of you are not reading every 
entry).  For those interested 

in the IRA (Indian Reorganization Act) in particular, this is a fabulous opportunity.  sdc

 Roosevelt Archival Internships $1,400 April 01, 2018                               

• The Franklin D. Roosevelt Library and the Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt Institute 
(FERI) offer Roosevelt Archival Internships to college and graduate level students. 
Preference may be given to students majoring in history, political science, archival, 
library, or computer/information science. Research skills, basic computer skills, 
familiarity with the Internet, and knowledge of Windows, Word Perfect, and Access 
database software are particularly valuable. Some familiarity with the history of the 
Franklin D. Roosevelt presidency (1933-1945) is helpful.

Roosevelt interns work at the FDR Library as part of a team of other interns and staff 
professionals to organize and automate archival materials, make indices, finding aids, and 
databases, digitize documents and photographs, and assist with other archival and 
museum projects. The work schedule is Monday-Friday, 9:00-5:00 PM. 

• Internships can last six or seven weeks, and must take place during the summer break 
(mid-May through the end of August). The FDR Library is in Hyde Park, New York, a 
rural/suburban town 80 miles north of New York City. There may be an opportunity for 
one or two interns to work on the New Deal Network Web site project in New York City.

• Interns receive a stipend of $1,200-1,400 ($200 per week). The internships are funded by 
the William R. Emerson Archival Internship Fund and by the FDRL/FERI Roosevelt 
Internship Program, both of which are managed by FERI.

• For more information or to apply, please visit the scholarship provider's website.
Raymond Teichman, Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, 511 Albany Post Road Hyde Park, NY 
12538  library@roosevelt.nara.gov tel: 914-229-8114 fax: 914-229-0872

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008947532084&hc_ref=ARTJ-NExhGRvhXC9FA5CZcfN6siPOijHh4imiWwiR1KZFA6qlQ21nI6wbbhTafIftfM&fref=nf
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mailto:library@roosevelt.nara.gov?subject=Scholarship%20Inquiry
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Celebrate International Women's Day this Thursday, March 8
Several events in the Reno area

IWD at UNR QUAD
The University of Nevada is organizing a walk on the quad, and invites the public to come any 
time between 7 and 8am to walk the quad with others to celebrate International Women's Day.
Great music provided!

IWD at Microsoft
The Women in Operations group at Microsoft Reno, will host a panel discussion and reception 
to celebrate the 2018 
International Women's Day, 
Thursday, March 8 from 3:30 
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at the 
Microsoft Reno Café (6840 
Sierra Center Parkway, Building 
C). The theme for the 2018 
International Women's Day 
event is #PressforProgress. 
Now more than ever, there's a 
strong call-to-action to press 
forward and progress gender 
parity. A strong call to 
#PressforProgress. A call to 
motivate and unite friends, 
colleagues and whole 
communities to think, act and be 
gender inclusive.

IWD at the Unitarian 
Fellowship
Join various international and 
immigrant groups for a 
celebration of women at the 
Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship of Northern Nevada 
(780 Del Monte Lane) from 
5-7pm.  The event will feature 
inspirational speeches, cultural 
performances, food and 
community resources.

All events are free and open to 
the public.

 Tesla Installing World's Largest Solar Rooftop on Nevada Gigafactory
https://www.ecowatch.com/tesla-solar-gigafactory-2543158034.html

https://www.ecowatch.com/tesla-solar-gigafactory-2543158034.html
https://www.ecowatch.com/tesla-solar-gigafactory-2543158034.html


More April 1-15 Scholarship Deadlines

Hope you are enjoying this series.  Thinking that it would be good to have your student(s) go 
through these lists to get a pragmatic idea of the panorama of careers/interests that are 
available for support.  sdc

Margaret Ann Frans Brady Scholarship    Varies  04/15/2018
Marketing EDGE Scholarship Awards    $5,000 04/15/2018
Marocchi Memorial Scholarship     $2,500 04/15/2018
May T. Henry Scholarship      $1,000 04/01/2018
Meg Graham Scholarship…Celebrating Service and Leadership $10,000 04/01/2018
Michael Gendreau Scholarship     $250  04/05/2018
Michael S. and Jeffrey C. Hagler Scholarship Fund   Varies  04/01/2018
Michigan Pagan Scholarship Fund     $500  04/15/2018
Monterey Bay Officer Spouses Club Scholarship Award  Varies  04/01/2018

NARS Ivan A. Olsen Scholarship     $1,000 04/01/2018
National Candy Technologists Scholarship    $5,000 04/02/2018
Naugatuck Valley Medical Scholarship Fund   Varies  04/01/2018
NAUS Scholarship       $2,000 04/08/2018
NAWC New Jersey Chapter Scholarship    $2,500 04/01/2018
NBNA Scholarships       $6,000 04/15/2018
NCJW NY Jackson-Stricks Scholarships    $2,500 04/13/2018
NDS DMI Education & Communications Scholarship  $1,500 04/15/2018
NDS Iager Scholarship      $1,000 04/15/2018
NDS Junior Merit Scholarship     $1,500 04/15/2018
NDS Kildee Graduate Scholarships     $3,000 04/15/2018
NDS Kildee Undergraduate Scholarships    $1,000 04/15/2018
NDS Maurice E. Core Scholarship     $1,000 04/15/2018
NDS McCullough Scholarship     $2,000 04/15/2018
NDS Sophomore Merit Scholarship     $1,500 04/15/2018
NDS Student Recognition Program     $2,000 04/15/2018
NDS/DMI Milk Marketing & Dairy Products Scholarship  $1,500 04/15/2018
NDS/Klussendorf/McKown Scholarship    $1,500 04/15/2018
Novo Nordisk Donnelly Awards     $7,500 04/01/2018
NSHSS STEM Scholarships      $1,000 04/01/2018

Ohio EPA Scholarship      $2,500 04/15/2018

Peters Foundation, Corp. Scholarship    $20,000 04/10/2018
PFLAG Norman Scholarship      $1,000 04/03/2018
Pine Cone Foundation Scholarship     $5,550 04/14/2018
Powering Education Scholarship     $2,000 04/01/2018
Presbyterian Church-U.S.A. Samuel Robinson Scholarships $5,000 04/01/2018
Prince Kuhio Hawaiian Civic Club Scholarship   $1,000 04/01/2018
Project Yellow Light/Hunter Garner Video Scholarship  $5,000 04/01/2018
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Ray Greenly Scholarship      $25,000 04/03/2018
Robert W. Thunen Memorial Scholarship    $5,000 04/01/2018
Roosevelt Archival Internships     $1,400 04/01/2018

Second Marine Division Association Memorial Scholarship $1,000 04/01/2018
Senator Philip A. Hart Memorial Scholarship   $10,128 04/01/2018
Senior Adult Scholarship Program     Varies  04/01/2018
Sharon Melton Myers Memorial Scholarship   $500  04/15/2018
SkillsUSA and Ryder Diesel Scholarship    $1,000 04/04/2018
SLEC, Inc. Engineering & Technology Scholarship   $1,000 04/01/2018
SMA Foundation Student Scholarship    $3,000 04/15/2018
Society of Plastics Engineers Foundation Scholarship  $6,000 04/01/2018
SOULE Foundation Scholarship     $2,500 04/08/2018
SPE Foundation Scholarship Program    $4,000 04/01/2018
SSPI Scholarship Program      $3,500 04/14/2018
Stewardship Sermon Scholarship     $1,000 04/04/2018
StormStruck: A Tale of Two Homes Scholarship   $1,500 04/15/2018

Indian reception of President Chester A. Arthur at Fort Washakie (1883).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The following is a good example of why/how some “historical” events  do need 
to be re-researched and rewritten.                                                                                                                  
http://www.apcrp.org/WICKENBURG_Massacre/
Wickenburg_Massacre_Text_071108.htm November 5, 2008
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Research Project - Update                                                                                                                       
A vast amount of research has been underway for the past two years by various coordinators 
within APCRP, in an attempt to clarify history. Evidence has come to light that the actual victims 
of  the massacre were never loaded on wagons and returned to Wickenburg nor were they ever 
buried in Wickenburg. APCRP has identified all six victims graves of the persons interred  in the 
individual graves at the massacre site. Buried where they apparently died as there is no formal 
alignment of the graves rather a random configuration. It is becoming apparent in the old days it 
was a custom to bury people exactly where they died. Expedience was the primary 
consideration.                                                                                                                                
                                
Now for a new twist in the Massacre. It is well known Mollie Shepard and William Kruger 
escaped with their lives that fateful day. Although wounded, they were interviewed in San 
Francisco some time later. How is it that Mollie Shepard's grave is here making the grave 
victims now number seven? History often creates more questions than it answers. Many 
theories abound as to the way the massacre happened, who performed the massacre ranging 
from Indians, whites/mexican's dressed as Indians, it was a set up by Kruger and Shepard. 
Between them it is arguably stated they carried $20,000 to $30,000 a considerable wealth in 
those days. No mention of the money has ever been mentioned other that a few dollars were 
trying to be exchanged by some Indians at a date following the massacre. Very likely these 
dollars were the money the victims had on their person when they were massacred and the 
Indians cleaned out their pockets.                                                                                                 
                                                     
After APCRP extensive research it is our belief that in an attempt to avoid being killed 
themselves, Kruger and Shepard dispatched the valuables they were carrying to lighten their 
load. Possibly under a tree root, rock or brush along the creek as they headed west toward 
Culling's Well in their escape route. It has been arguably stated that Kruger was carrying military 
funds and the massacre may have been a cover-up to make off with the funds. We are not here 
to stand in judgment of who had what, rather they hid the valuables as they were escaping 
simply to lighten their loads. Reasoning you would not take time to bury this treasure with 
people chasing you, trying to kill you.                                                                                         
                                
That said, and given they had time to gain their strength after the massacre. Kruger and 
Shepard traveled on horseback back to the massacre site avoiding main roads. Once they were 
in the vicinity of the Massacre Site and they recovered their treasure, a dispute occurred 
between Kruger and Shepard and she was stabbed, died and was buried at the site. It is also 
believed others were involved that knew Mollie and they killed her not Kruger.                           
Attached is the actual graves of the victims, we believe at the Wickenburg Massacre Site. 

   
        



IMLS Director Dr. Kathryn K. Matthew's Statement on the President's Prosposed 
FY 2019 Budget 

The president released a budget request to Congress for FY 2019 that proposes funding for the 
orderly closure of the Institute of Museum and Library Services. Read More
 
In Your State: Evaluating How IMLS Library Grants Are Making a Difference
The newly released Five-Year Evaluations of the State Library Administrative Agencies assess 
IMLS-funded activities from 2013-2017. A preliminary analysis of the evaluations provides IMLS 
a story about the agency's largest program.   Read more

Who Should Be Armed in Florida Schools? Not Teachers, Lawmakers 
Say. But Maybe Librarians.
By PATRICIA MAZZEI

After a debate on the State Senate floor on Monday, Republican legislative leaders 
backed off on arming most teachers, but voted to allow others in schools to carry guns.
*************************************************************************************************************
Washington Governor Signs First State Net Neutrality Bill                        
By CECILIA KANG
The law is the most sweeping state action so far against new federal rules that strip away  
regulations on how high-speed internet providers handle digital data.                                
**********************************************************************************
Sonja Bata, Whose Museum of Shoes Tells a Story, Dies at 91
By BONNIE WERTHEIM
The Bata Shoe Museum, which she founded in Toronto, contains thousands of items 
spanning 4,500 years of footwear history. 
********************************************************************************     

NMA’s First Thursday Combines Landscapes, Aboriginal Art                                     
By Samuel Sheridan

On the first Thursday of every month, from 5 to 7 p.m, the Nevada Museum of Art hosts an 
evening of drinks, live entertainment, and a chance to see current exhibits as a gift to museum 
members and the larger community. Admission is free for members and $10 for the general 
public.

The most recent First Thursday event was March 1 and celebrated the opening of two new 
exhibits dedicated to the works of Hans Meyer-Kassel and contemporary artists from Australia’s 
Aboriginal demographic and culture.

Meyer-Kassel’s exhibit, “Artist of Nevada,” pays tribute to a German painter who immigrated to 
the United States in 1921 after witnessing the horrors of World War I in his homeland. The 
exhibit features paintings created to show his feelings for the war, as well as his scenic 
landscapes of northern Nevada (including the Carson Valley and Pyramid Lake). Personal 
mementos, such as his glasses and paintbrushes, are also on display. Jack Bacon and Guy 
Clifton, the publisher and author of the exhibit’s complementary book, respectively, were present 
to sign copies, along with curator Ann Wolfe.
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Next door, a 5-minute looping documentary on Aboriginal culture serves as the gateway to 
“Marking the Infinite,” an exhibit marking the American debut of several of its contributing 
artists, all of whom have Aboriginal roots. Inside, their larrakit poles and paintings discuss 
varying themes, ranging from celestial bodies that communicate Aboriginals’ questions of 
existence to a showcase of Aboriginal traditions and ceremonies.

The highlight of First Thursday is a networking and cocktail session inside the fourth-floor Sky 
Room, where alcoholic beverages are sold and information booths encourage attendees to join 
local memberships. This month, singer-songwriter Mark Mackay performed, and next month will 
feature local band Kingfinger. 
******************************************************************************
Apply Soon! Nevada Humanities Grant Deadline is March 10

Did you know that Nevada Humanities offers grants of up to $5,000? Nonprofit 
organizations, tribal groups, and government entities, such as libraries and schools, are 
eligible to apply to fund humanities-based public programs and educational programs. 
The Nevada Humanities grant application deadline is March 10, 2018, for projects 
taking place beginning July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2019. You can apply for project 
grant funding and get more information about grant opportunities offered by Nevada 
Humanities by visiting our website. Learn More.
**********************************************************************
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